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Ardor A Novel of Enchantment
By Lily Prior

Harper Perennial. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback.
240 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.0in. x 0.7in.When a lonely olive
grower, Arcadio Carnabuci, sows his love seeds, he cannot
imagine the chaos his magic fruit will bring. While Fernanda
Ponderosa, the voluptuous woman of his dreams, evades his
spell, Gezabel, a hardworking middle-aged mule, falls head over
hooves in love with him. And, as Gezabel discovers, she is not the
only one whose stars cross as the olive growers ardor casts its
magic over the region. Suddenly, the butcher and the baker are
thinking murder, the village doctor and his nurse are driven to
distraction, and a newborn is transformed into an angel. As the
villagers alternate between love and war, remarkable
phenomena add to the fevered atmosphere, making passions
surge higher than the soaring temperatures of summer. A wildly
imaginative fairy tale for adults, Ardor celebrates the lovely
landscape of Italy and the eccentricity of its inhabitants in a
narrative full of twists and unexpected delights. This P. S. edition
features an extra 16 pages of insights into the book, including
author interviews, recommended reading, and more. This item
ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from
Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN....
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Reviews
This book may be really worth a read through, and far better than other. it was actually writtern extremely completely
and valuable. I am just very easily will get a satisfaction of looking at a published ebook.
-- Lillie Toy
It is easy in read through easier to fully grasp. it had been writtern very completely and useful. I am pleased to let you
know that here is the greatest book we have read during my personal life and could be he very best book for possibly.
-- Miss Ma r g e Jer de
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